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**Synopsis**
What if everything you were ever taught was a lie? The people who were supposed to protect and love their children taught you to be afraid of any sort of authority. These same people also taught you to believe everything you were taught was "the truth." In this explosive book, we delve into one woman’s journey from childhood into adulthood while being forced to live a lie as a Jehovah’s Witness. Because Victoria chose to question the falsehood versus the real truth, she lost her family and friends. Family members completely turned their back on their own daughter. In this book, Victoria discovers the lies behind religion and why so many people now feel confused and angry about the indoctrination process behind it all.
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**Customer Reviews**
With all of the concerns over religious issues in the USA and the world over, these days, I started exploring many religions, just to understand what motivates people and what their beliefs entail. This is just one of many books I’ve recently purchased for my Kindle. I believe knowledge brings tolerance for other belief systems and can reduce fears while also uncovering myths about religions
other than one's own.

THANK YOU VICTORIA for being bold and brave enough to tell the truth. As a former Jehovah’s Witness who was indoctrinated from birth this book resonates deeply within me and spoke to my heart and soul. It took many years to deprogram from the lies and deceit I grew up with. I still bear some of the scars today and have to keep a constant vigil over my thoughts and actions so I never fall into the deep depression I suffered for years after leaving the religion. I have this saying on my fridge at home "Make no mistake about it - Enlightenment is a destructive process. It has nothing to do with becoming better or being happier. Enlightenment is the crumbling away of untruth. It's seeing through the facade of pretense. It the complete eradication of everything we imagined to be true". Adyashanti. This reminds me to stay on the right path and keep challenging myself. All world religions should be put under the microscope because they are the greatest form of mind control ever created. When you get over the initial shock of having your whole world turned upside down, you can heal. I was blessed enough to have been awoken, even though I gave the two people who loved me the most and the spiritual beings who were trying to help me hell, they were patient, loving and extremely kind. Thanks to their perseverance, patience and persistence in telling me the truth I am free today. Less than a year ago I was in a very dark place and saw no hope for humanity. Today I am in a loving relationship with a wonderful man and see beauty in all things and am no longer frightened of the future. The future is bright and hope abounds when you are no longer caught in a web of lies. My greatest wish is for humanity to wake up before we do more harm to each other, our earth and the universe because of religion. Please read and re-read this book. The words are full of wisdom, truth, love, candor and hope.

Written wisdom shared through experience written without bitterness. A difficult subject yet Victoria Kelly simplifies the ideology with personal, emotional, and Biblical examples. I empathized with both the subject and the writer. Prodigious the choice of quotes!

Having grown up Mormon, I can relate to so many of the examples in this book. The freedom realized from breaking free of the organized religion trap is the greatest feeling in the World.

Nobody to to to to to to to to to to to to to to to to to to to no no no no no god god hell no no chance bad
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